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Diary of an Angel (First Revelation
The Darkangel, a vampire of astounding beauty and youth, can only summon his full power when he finds his 14th and final
bride. But for Aeriel, whom he kidnaps to serve his brides, there is something about him--something beyond his obvious
evil--that makes her want to save him rather than destroy him. The Darkangel--Pierce's first book, originally released in
1982--was an ALA Best Book for Young Adults, a New York Times Notable Children's Book, a Parent's Choice Award
Superbook, and a Booklist Best Book of the Decade.

The Monster Who Wasn't
Where Angels Fear to Hover
Sweeping across centuries, PASSION is the third novel in the unforgettably epic and worldwide bestselling FALLEN series. A
New York Times bestseller A USA Today bestseller More than 3 million series copies in print! Luce would die for Daniel. And
she has. Over and over again. Throughout time, Luce and Daniel have found each other, only to be painfully torn apart:
Luce dead, Daniel left broken and alone. But perhaps it doesn’t need to be that way. . . . Luce is certain that something—or
someone—in a past life can help her in her present one. So she begins the most important journey of this lifetime . . . going
back eternities to witness firsthand her romances with Daniel . . . and finally unlock the key to making their love last. Cam
and the legions of angels and Outcasts are desperate to catch Luce, but none are as frantic as Daniel. He chases Luce
through their shared pasts, terrified of what might happen if she rewrites history. Because their romance for the ages could
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go up in flames . . . forever. “Sexy and fascinating and scary . . . I loved loved loved it!” —P. C. Cast, New York Times
bestselling author on Fallen

Concrete International
Forget everything you know about the world. Vampires exist, werewolves exist, monsters hide in the shadows, and it's my
job to make sure they obey our laws. My name is Evelyn, and I'm a gargoyle. The last one or so I thought. A team of
gargoyles have found me. And for the first time in over a century, I'm not the only one of my kind around. Which is a good
thing since demons are slipping into this world fully formed. The bodies are piling up. Something is going on in my city, and
it looks like I'm going to need the backup. * While this is a Veil Diaries world book, this is not a Young Adult book. Graphic
content.

Passion
The Beautiful and the Cursed
It is a well-known fact that fairies are born from a baby's first laugh. What is not as well documented is how monsters come
into being This is the story of a creature who is both strange and unique. When he hatches in the underground lair where
monsters dwell, he looks just like a human boy – much to the monsters' dismay. Even the grumpy gargoyles who take him
under their wings and nickname him "Imp" only adopt him to steal chocolate for them from nearby shops. With feet in both
the monster and human worlds, Imp doesn't know where he fits. But little does Imp realize that Thunderguts, king of the
ogres, has a great and dangerous destiny in mind for him, and he'll stop at nothing to see it come to pass. . . With rich,
atmospheric writing, debut author T.C. Shelly weaves a story of unlikely friendship, family, strange magic, and finding one's
place in the world.

The Darkangel
Courtauld Institute Illustration Archives
There's an angel watching over all of us, is just a theory, an old sayingbut when you live in the safest apartment complex in
New York its not abelief, it's a fact. People say it's a monster that protects the FrontStreet Projects. Some say it's a gargoyle
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that keeps the walls of thebuildings free of graffiti or people from getting mugged. Nzinga Keita isjust a teenage girl trying
to get some space from her dad when she findsout everything from her horror books is real. When vampires and
werewolveslay claim to her hood, things get so ugly that it may take more than alittle pick pocket, graffiti vandal chasing
guardian angel can handle.Whatever is defending the FSPs will have to step up and become more than afriendly feather
winged security patrol, this gargoyle

In the Shadow of the Gargoyle
A collection of fifteen original pieces and two classic tales presents the nightmarish visions of both masters and
newcomers--including Jane Yolen, Harlan Ellison, Charles L. Grant, Brian Lumley, and Jo Clayton--writing about the legendary
gargoyle. Original.

The Cursed Angels Series
An extraordinary debut novel of love that survives the fires of hell and transcends the boundaries of time. On a burn ward, a
man lies between living and dying, so disfigured that no one from his past life would even recognize him. His only comfort
comes from imagining various inventive ways to end his misery. Then a woman named Marianne Engel walks into his
hospital room, a wild-haired, schizophrenic sculptress on the lam from the psych ward upstairs, who insists that she knows
him – that she has known him, in fact, for seven hundred years. She remembers vividly when they met, in another hospital
ward at a convent in medieval Germany, when she was a nun and he was a wounded mercenary left to die. If he has
forgotten this, he is not to worry: she will prove it to him. And so Marianne Engel begins to tell him their story, carving away
his disbelief and slowly drawing him into the orbit and power of a word he'd never uttered: love. From the Hardcover
edition.

God Bless the Gargoyles
The conclusion to the worldwide bestselling FALLEN series, with exclusive content from the darkly romantic world of FALLEN
and an excerpt of Lauren Kate's novel TEARDROP. A USA Today bestseller A New York Times bestselling series More than 3
million series copies in print! When evil triumphs . . . when the world ends . . . trust your love. The sky is dark with wings. . .
. Like sand in an hourglass, time is running out for Luce and Daniel. To stop Lucifer from erasing the past, they must find
the place where the angels fell to earth. Dark forces are after them, and Daniel doesn't know if he can do this—live only to
lose Luce again and again. Yet together they will face an epic battle that will end with lifeless bodies . . . and angel dust.
Great sacrifices are made. Hearts are destroyed. And suddenly Luce knows what must happen. For she was meant to be
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with someone other than Daniel. The curse they've borne has always and only been about her—and the love she cast aside.
The choice she makes now will be the only one that truly matters. In the fight for Luce, who will win? The astonishing
conclusion to the Fallen series. Heaven can't wait any longer. “Sexy and fascinating and scary . . . I loved loved loved it!”
—P. C. Cast, New York Times bestselling author on Fallen

St. Patrick's Gargoyle
"Griffin Watts is 13 years old in 1974 New York, a city which, at the brink of financial collapse, seems to crumble around him
at roughly the same rate as his family. Desperate to forge a connection to his father, Griffin gets co-opted into his illicit and
dangerous architectural salvage business, which allows him to discover the centuries old sculptures (gargoyles) carved into
buildings all over the city by immigrant artisans. As his father's obsession with preserving the landmark buildings around
him descends into mania, Griffin has to learn how to build himself into the person he wants to become--and let go of what
he cannot keep."--]cProvided by publisher.

Archangel's Awakening
Archangel's Kiss
My name is Darcy Anderson, and I am cursed with a dark power: Whenever my life is in danger, something inside me
summons elemental fire to protect me. I cannot control this. One night, I was attacked in my home. The fire it raged out of
control. I survived the inferno, but my house burned to the ground - with my parents inside. I was at a loss to explain to the
courts what happened, and they sent me to prison for ten years for manslaughter. Now I'm out on parole, and all I want is
to return to my home town and rebuild my life; but the man who attacked me is back to finish the job he started. I can
sense the power in me growing. If I can't control it, it will control me and destroy everything - and everyone - I love. - Fallen
Angels - Book 1 - Angel Fire Book 2 - Angel's Breath Book 3 - Earth Angel Book 4 - Angel Tears Book 5 - Angel of Darkness
The Complete Book of Fallen Angels

Angel's Touch
Gargoyles, Angels, and Vampires. Deadly enemies. An Angel Prince looking for his fated mate to break his curse. A Vampire
King with a heart of stone. Aria loses her humanity after being saved by a monster she believed only to exist in horror
stories. But everything isn’t what it seems when her savior becomes a handsome angel prince who awakened her ancient
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and deadly powers. Powers that can destroy the world, or save it. Only true love can break the prince’s curse and stop him
from turning into stone for all eternity. Despite the overwhelming chemistry between Aria and the prince, they only have
thirty days to fall in love before their bond is put to the test. Peril strikes in the form of an addictive drug that can kill
vampires and angels are to blame. Conflict is blooming and the peace treaty between the Angel Prince and the Vampire
King is threatened. Aria is caught in a love triangle when the Vampire King discovers that the girl he had refused to take as
his is now the prince’s new mate. Tormented by the rash decision that almost killed her, the king now believes that he’s
saving Aria from the clutches of the manipulative prince. Finding out that supernatural creatures exist becomes less
terrifying for Aria than discovering what she’s destined to become if she lets her Archangel’s abilities take over and change
her. Aria is much more than the average, eighteen-year-old girl who wanted to find the cure for cancer. She’s now a deadly
Archangel warrior and the future queen of the angels and gargoyles if only she can manage to break her lover’s curse and
keep the Vampire King at bay. What would you give up for true love? Find out in Archangel’s Kiss.

Fallen Angels
Cathedral Age
From the poverty of post-war England and Ireland to the glitz and glamour of Hollywood's golden age, a beautiful, sweeping
family drama that illustrates that the bonds between a mother and daughter can never be broken. An unwanted child: San
Francisco, 1958. On a dark December night, a baby girl is left at the Sisters of Charity Orphanage on Telegraph Hill. A
mysterious suicide: One year later, movie star Frances Fitzgerald takes her own life. Her husband, wealthy businessman
Maximilian Stanhope, is rumoured to know more about her death than he's letting on, but nothing is ever proved. A terrible
secret: What is the connection between these two events? That's what Frances's daughter, Cara, wants to find out.
Abandoned by her mother when she is just seven years old, her childhood is filled with hardship and loss. As a young
woman she finds professional success as a journalist, but on a personal level, she still struggles to trust those around her.
Soon Cara becomes convinced that uncovering the secret behind her mother's death is the only way to lay her demons to
rest, but learning the truth may end up tearing her apart.

Magic of the Gargoyles
Gothic and Horror have been perceived as intertwined ever since their coming into existence. Although initially emerging as
clearly delineated literary genres, in the late 20th century we can speak of their transition into more open cultural
categories. Gothic and Horror influences, previously limited to books and films, predominate in contemporary art, fashion,
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theatrical and performance art, video and multimedia installations, music, video and computer games. Gothic and Horror
have invaded the language of politics and resulted in the formation of a number of subcultures styling their lives
accordingly. The awareness of the above makes us realise that the insistence on the treatment of Gothic and Horror as
separate genres is at least limiting, if not unacceptable. An alternative offered by this book, resulting from a thorough
examination of the presence of Gothic and Horror conventions in contemporary culture, calls for an introduction of two new
classificatory units, referred to in the book as Gothic and Horror syndromes, which can be brought down to the
representations of disease and meat respectively.

School Library Journal
When a feisty human steals a gargoyle's spirit-stone, all bets are off?Beaumont prides himself on his stellar fae kill record,
but his life is upended when a feisty, human female challenges him to seduce her and steals his spirit-embedded stone.
He's on a quest to save his soul, yet this woman has him rock hard, and for a guy who spends his days encased in granite,
that's complete torture.Crafty and swift, Sadie learned to pickpocket from the best mentor ever-need. After she runs across
a tall, sexy gargoyle and steals his most valuable possession, she's up against more than she can she handle. As he hunts
her down to retrieve his precious stone, he stirs a passion she didn't know existedand can't resist.

Gargoyle Magazine
It was bizarre and inexplicable, and after it happened, Ingrid Waverly was forced to leave her life in London behind. She had
to trade a world full of fancy dresses and society events for exile in gothic Paris with her mother and her younger sister,
Gabby. In Paris there are no grand balls or glittering parties, and disturbingly, the house rented by Ingrid's twin brother,
Grayson, isn't a house at all. It's an abbey. A creepy, old abbey with a roof lined in stone gargoyles that could almost be
mistaken for living, breathing creatures. And to top it all off, Grayson is missing. Yet no one seems to be concerned about
Grayson's whereabouts save for Luc, a devastatingly handsome servant who has some deep and dark secrets of his own.
There's one secret about the city that even Luc can't keep hidden, though: there's a murderer on the loose. And every day
that Grayson is missing means there's less chance he's still alive. Ingrid is sure her twin isn't dead--she can feel it deep in
her soul--but she knows that he's in grave danger, and that it's up to her and Gabby to find him before all hope is lost. And
yet the path to him is more dangerous than she could ever imagine.

The Gargoyle
Gargoyles, Angels, and Vampires. Deadly enemies. An Angel Prince looking for his fated mate to break his curse. A Vampire
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King with a heart of stone. Aria loses her humanity after being saved by a monster she believed only to exist in horror
stories. But everything isn't what it seems when her savior becomes a handsome angel prince who awakened her ancient
and deadly powers. Powers that can destroy the world, or save it. Only true love can break the prince's curse and stop him
from turning into stone for all eternity. Despite the overwhelming chemistry between Aria and the prince, they only have
thirty days to fall in love before their bond is put to the test. Peril strikes in the form of an addictive drug that can kill
vampires and angels are to blame. Conflict is blooming and the peace treaty between the Angel Prince and the Vampire
King is threatened. Aria is caught in a love triangle when the Vampire King discovers that the girl he had refused to take as
his is now the prince's new mate. Tormented by the rash decision that almost killed her, the king now believes that he's
saving Aria from the clutches of the manipulative prince. Finding out that supernatural creatures exist becomes less
terrifying for Aria than discovering what she's destined to become if she lets her Archangel's abilities take over and change
her. Aria is much more than the average, eighteen-year-old girl who wanted to find the cure for cancer. She's now a deadly
Archangel warrior and the future queen of the angels and gargoyles if only she can manage to break her lover's curse and
keep the Vampire King at bay. What would you give up for true love?

The Gargoyle
Angels And Outlaws
Gargoyles have been feared and misunderstood for centuries, but now Caldecott Honor artist Dav Pilkey tells the real story
of these gentle stone creatures come to life.

White Hot Kiss
To help a baby gargoyle, Mika will risk everything "I freaking love this book! All I can say is I think you should read this."
(Happy Tails and Tales ★★★★★) Mika Stillwater is a midlevel earth elemental with ambitions of becoming a quartz artisan,
and her hard work is starting to get noticed. But when a panicked baby gargoyle bursts into her studio, insisting Mika is the
only person she'll trust with her desperate mission, Mika's carefully constructed five-year plan is shattered. Swept into the
gritty criminal underworld of Terra Haven, Mika must jeopardize everything she's worked so hard for to save the baby
gargoyle from the machinations of a monster—and to stay alive From the imaginative mind of USA Today bestselling
fantasy author Rebecca Chastain, Magic of the Gargoyles is a spellbinding adventure set in a world full of elemental magic
and adorable gargoyles that is sure to enchant young adult and adult readers alike. Grab your copy to start Mika's exciting
adventure today! NOVELS OF TERRA HAVEN GARGOYLES GUARDIAN CHRONICLES Magic of the Gargoyles Curse of the
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Gargoyles Secret of the Gargoyles Lured (bonus novelette available free exclusively to newsletter subscribers) TERRA
HAVEN CHRONICLES Deadlines & Dryads (a prequel) Leads & Lynxes (forthcoming)

Heart Bandit
In the instant New York Times bestseller that started the Dark Elements series, one kiss is enough to kill Layla just wants to
fit in at school and go on a date with Zayne, whom she's crushed on since forever. Trouble is, Zayne treats Layla like a
sister—and Layla is a half demon, half gargoyle with abilities no one else possesses. And even though Zayne is a Warden,
part of the race of gargoyles tasked with keeping humanity safe, Layla's kiss will kill anything with a soul—including him.
Then she meets Roth—a demon who claims to know her secrets. Though Layla knows she should stay away, it's tough when
that whole no-kissing thing isn't an issue. Trusting Roth could ruin her chances with Zayne, but as Layla discovers she's the
reason for a violent demon uprising, kissing the enemy suddenly pales in comparison to the looming end of the world.
"Armentrout works her magic with swoon-worthy guys and a twist you never see coming."—#1 New York Times bestselling
author Abbi Glines "Armentrout is a major talent I just can't stop reading!"—New York Times bestselling author Gena
Showalter The Dark Elements Series: Bitter Sweet Love (ebook-only prequel) White Hot Kiss Stone Cold Touch Every Last
Breath

Michiganensian
In this “charming” fantasy by the author of the Deryni novels, a gargoyle guardian and a Knight of Malta defend a Dublin
cathedral and battle a demon (Booklist, starred review). The gargoyles of Dublin, Ireland, have a sacred duty to perform.
Formerly God’s avenging angels, for centuries they have been entrusted with guarding the churches and cathedrals of the
Irish capital while avoiding all contact with human beings. But once a month these loyal stone sentries must leave their
posts to attend a conclave of their kind, and it is during one such absence that a sacrilege occurs. The guardian of St.
Patrick’s Cathedral, the gargoyle Padraig, called “Paddy,” has returned to find violence and vandalism committed at his
church and two silver artifacts stolen. Taking to Dublin’s night streets in search of a culprit, Paddy inadvertently reveals
himself to an aged chauffeur in an ancient Rolls Royce, thereby dooming Francis Templeton to an impending premature
death. But the grim reaper will have to wait, because old man Templeton is a member of the Knights of Malta, a secret
order of defenders of the faith dating back to the Crusades, and as such is an ideal partner for the onetime angel in his
quest for justice and revenge. Their hunt is about to take some sinister turns, however, leading the gargoyle and the knight
to Clontarf Castle, where a major demon, an emissary of Satan, is preparing to make his reentrance into the world. An
acclaimed and much beloved fantasist best known for her popular Adept and Knights Templar series and her chronicles of
the magical Deryni, Katherine Kurtz now displays another side of her extraordinary talent and succeeds magnificently. St.
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Patrick’s Gargoyle is a delightful feast of the imagination, rich in Celtic lore and religious arcana, and brimming with wit and
heart, wonder and magic.

Thug Angel: the Rebirth of a Gargoyle
Pathfinder
They have been absent from our world for 500 years Now the gargoyles have returned. Returning from a summer
archeological expedition in the Yuctan, Berkeley University professor, Adam Landis, and a group of his students stop off in a
small Arizona desert town. None of them can imagine the terror that awaits. When one of the students goes missing, it
leads to the discovery of a species long believed to be only myth and legend. Now a handful of townspeople must battle
these creatures and destroy the colony, before tens of thousands of eggs hatch and an army of gargoyles spreads across
the country and around the world.

Angel Fire (Fallen Angels - Book 1)
War of the Gargoyles, Book One: Rebirth
When NYPD detective Sam Mason discovers his beloved angel just might be an outlaw, it puts him at a crossroads. Going
undercover to catch the culprit in a rash of burglaries among Manhattan's elite means he's investigating Cass Richards and
coming face-to-face with the seductive powers of The White Star. The charmed amulet has been stolen, but is it a part of
his case or not? Will Sam find the buried clues in time to solve the real puzzle and save Cass? Or will he arrest her? Even
though his gut insists she's innocent, his heart isn't so sure.

The Gargoyle
The Gargoyle Hunters
When Megan Likely, newly-elected senator from Wisconsin, arrives in Washington, D.C., she's met by a rash of frightening
incidents ranging from a ransacked hotel room to a car bombing to a shocking murder. Had her former fiancee been right to
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discourage her from running for office? This isn't at all what she'd expected! Yet Megan's godly grandmother insists that
she is chosen of God and will be protected and watched over, and sometimes it does seem as if an angel guards her steps.
Just when she's starting to settle into her new life and is excited about making a differencethe murderer comes after her.

Night Angel
Read the third and final installment of The Cursed Angels Series, following the lives of Aria, Philippe, and Cedric. Are you
ready for the epic end? War is coming and innocent lives are at stake. Aria fights her angel while Cedric declares war to the
ones who have kidnapped his mate. In the middle of all this, Philippe fears for the life of the woman he loves and does
everything to convince the Prince of the Angels that they need to join forces to survive. As the real enemy shows itself and
threatens to destroy everything that the angels sacredly protect, Aria needs to find out more about the origin of her power
and decide who her heart truly belongs to. What would you sacrifice for the one you love? Find out in Archangel's
Awakening, the last installment of Aria, Cedric, and Philippe’s story. The Cursed Angels Series is a Young Adult Paranormal
Angel and Vampire Romance. It’s a coming of age novel intended for younger audiences. If you loved the Iron Fey and the
Twilight Saga, you’ll love this story and fall in love with the characters. This book is for anyone who loves: *Angels &
Vampires *Shifter Romance (Werewolves) *Teen and Young Adult Paranormal Romance *New Adult Paranormal Romance
*Magical Powers and Supernatural Creatures *Alternative Reality and Alternative History *Tales of forbidden love *Fiction
involving princesses, charming princes, dark kings, and fated mates. This is BOOK THREE in The Cursed Angels Series. You
need to read in order: BOOK ONE, Archangel's Kiss BOOK TWO, Archangel’s Fire BOOK THREE, Archangel's Awakening.

Children's Literature Review
15-year-old Gabrielle Crowe is one of the Unnoticed: unaware of the fact that our Earth's natural elements are manipulated
and controlled. Unbeknownst to her, though, she is an Archangel, a governing being tasked with protecting the world from
the kind of calamity that may cause severe destruction to our planet.

Angels of the Arch
A curse to break, a mate to save. Young Camille's dreams are shattered when she's rejected by the ruthless and abusive
Alpha of the Shadow Pack. Her only chance at survival is to arrive in Paris and pray that what her brother told her about the
angels is true. Chased and almost killed upon her arrival, she's saved by the mythical creatures who protect the city. Plus,
Fate gives her a new mate—the one she always dreamed about. But with a price. Jacob had been waiting a long time to be
matched with a rejected soul so he could break his curse and become a full angel. Camille is everything he'd been looking
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for in a mate—she has a good heart and she's extremely brave. Running against time, they have thirty days to fall in love or
he will turn into stone, forever. Peril strikes when Alpha Simon wants to reclaim Camille. In a mad quest for power, he
wages war on the other packs. Now more than being saved, Camille needs to be the savior and stop the cruel Alpha from
hurting the people she loves. This sweet fantasy angel romance can be read as a standalone.

Rapture
Found
An extraordinary debut novel of love that survives the fires of hell and transcends the boundaries of time. On a burn ward, a
man lies between living and dying, so disfigured that no one from his past life would even recognize him. His only comfort
comes from imagining various inventive ways to end his misery. Then a woman named Marianne Engel walks into his
hospital room, a wild-haired, schizophrenic sculptress on the lam from the psych ward upstairs, who insists that she knows
him – that she has known him, in fact, for seven hundred years. She remembers vividly when they met, in another hospital
ward at a convent in medieval Germany, when she was a nun and he was a wounded mercenary left to die. If he has
forgotten this, he is not to worry: she will prove it to him. And so Marianne Engel begins to tell him their story, carving away
his disbelief and slowly drawing him into the orbit and power of a word he'd never uttered: love. From the Hardcover
edition.

Angel in the Senate
Philippine Studies
Pen-ultimates: Comment on the Folk Religions of America
An angel he is notSeth Denton, Gargoyle Night Guardian, was a freewheeling cowboy in his former life who experienced
heartache first hand and has no desire for a repeat performance. When Hannah thinks he's some kind of angel and weaves
her way into his heart with her soft touch and gentle kiss, he must battle his all-consuming need for her along with the
internal demons of his bitter past to save her from the dark fae intent on stealing her soul. Hannah McAllister longs to find a
meant-to-be, eternal love and fantasizes about Seth a hot, sexy Gargoyle Night Guardian. When a dark fae threatens to not
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only destroy her life but strip away every last ounce of goodness in her soul, Seth vows to protect her. As the battle
escalates and she falls deeper into his world and into his arms, will she miss out on her one chance at everlasting love?
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